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rermatent 1.Urtner
-

_

Yurtner ilducaton - A 'i.rincinle

In tie educLien nnd .4111, f(.;r an

eve--increasilv number of people, crsntitUte me'reLf ii 1 pa ;:se

tt& . education acquired b them rtuv;ng their lives. Elven now there ,re

signe that the eduoaton acquired durini: this l'ir%t st.. Hcioqu:It

to meet the challenges presenting tnemselveS later on 1.o tt.e J1(tj 1(U

even where it is both intensive, broad-toed and desagneu to meet

anticipated requirements. The individual who WoWid Confine hateelf

to the of experience acluired sporadicell and which he often 7 '

f6i1!-1 to conscioual:i analyse, 'Woul4 not be able to keep pate witn the

present develoPment. An increaslng number of peOple must acquire hew

knowledge, skills 'and abilities by wa:rof, brirani%ed further learning,

in order tc setisfy the growin and changing demands made on them an

their profesaions and vocations and by sooiety,

The term "permanent further 'education" means i.athet organized

learning a extended to cover inter stages in )..ife, and that the

attitude towards education changes considerably. The traditional

idea o1 two phases in life, which con cc solely and independentl,-

of each other with the acquiSition or later application of tduCel.ion,

is being repladed by the Opinion thtrt organized .learnln::; cannot be

restricted to u phase devoted to eduCation during the early years of

one's life. Further education should, however, always 1)e understood

merely h principle for orientation. It :ii b no means intended t'imt

learning should assume such importance. a T,L) Qoneticuto the ruiiig

interest - the te-all and end-all - In lite,

:Li forter e6.14::: :*ion he

Hs oupplemonl.;2f; ano comp.r.ertene,ve .:cc tor

period of opent,in euttlon
or rc-.)mmeement of earl jr 6nd

and ac:hooi proce:!;;e6 of 7-4;pther cont;t:h:At(v a %;cne:.'.fl



Furtlier education comprises further vocational, training, re-training
at other educationalestablishments, and adult education. It supplements
the traditional; courses of education, and continues these under post -
school study conditions. At the same time, it endeavours to relieve
the education system of the social pressure resulting from unfulfilled
educational needs and requirements.

2.2 The chronological pattern of learniag.

31,

There is more to the purpose of further education than the prevention
of the loss of previouely acquired:knowledge, skills end abilities.
If the. entire efforts made with regard to education are sensibly planned,
this will facilitate learning. which is oriented both to the level of
scientific and technical development and LC the partioular circumstances
in life at. any' given time. Such 'processes of learning make better use
of learning ability, result in greater learning achievements and enable
students to acquire higher qualifications. The effectivenessiof processes
of learning within the framework of further education is also baded on the
motivation to learn which springs from the e4perience gained in life.
When the curricUla for the first phase of education, are coordinated with
those Tor further eduCation, the result will be a diatributiOn of efforts
in tl*field'of education which will relieve the burdens placed on

institutions of higher educetion and Secondary Stage IT (Sekundnrstufe
In some Cases, the period of training may possibly be reduced as
consequence of the wise distribution of such efforts.

t.'

Technical progress in constantly changing that which is of importance
for the individual where knowledge and skills are concerned. This change
ois reflectedin that knowledge gained earlier is superseded and that new
knowledge and methods emerge., It is therefore in keeping with thin
fact that an inr.,J.?freng proportion of the entire efforts made with rRgard
to education during the lifetime of the individua is devoted 'to fui.Oicr

education.



Further education cannot restrict or reduce itself to imparting

new knowledge parallel to technical prpgrese. Its aim is rather

thatof enabling men to participate end cooperate consciously in

the development and reshaping precessepin all sectors of life,and,

in so doing to hel.him develop hiepersonality.

2.:; The objectives of further education

To the extent that further education is connected with economic and

technical requirements, it aids the.individual to fulfil the varying

tasks devolving ot him in, hie occuPetion and social life. As u result,
he reacts mere freely to pressures to whidh he would have been more

strongly eubjected without his individual versatility. Such mobility

ie beeed on general abilities such as the ability for abstract thinking,

communicating and learning, readiness; to cooperate, aenezbility and

imeginetion. Those 6bilitieis are not exhausted by the requirements of

the particular. pluee Of work or of 'another limited sector of the human

range ef. activities. They provide the' individual with qualifications

exceeding:valid requirements and expectations,:end permit him to,-make

the moat of the possibilities of choice rand development presented to

him in n11 sectors of life, thereby increasing hie indeeendence.

With these objectives,further education achieves more than the one-

aided promotion of adjustment to the renulte of scientific and technical

developmenti; it can promote abilities, approaches and behaviour

facilitating Consciouu participation in coming to grips with the

consequences Of scientific and technical progrees.

The content of further. education

Further education covers ell sectors of life. The different ,W.emento

of further educa idon oriented to these sectors, further voct:!.on;Ji

trainlne, re-trainini.: and other oducetion courses for adults team to

become narrow and independent units. From the ,cant of view cf 1snrn-.:11C

processes and objectival however, trey are to be regorded c:,heent

temple.:, so one whole. Priorities can, however, Se tr4tablished, :-!nd

objectives raising varying problems eoreeriting curricula and wnach.

cannot always be easily formalized, ten be identified.
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Further educatfon cannot be partitioned off into autonomous spheres

of (ducation for leisure time and workinghourstis tied to the

connection between these worlds, and can also not ignore this connection

when, owing tothe tendency to reduce working hours and therefore to

increase leisure time employment as such is given different weight.

The list of subjects covered by further education ranges from preCtital

queStions concerning the necesaities of everyday life to religious matter

Further education embraces both a further vocational training,

which is primarily vocation- oriented, and retrainingo'and also the

expansion of basic education - which is potprimarily Oriented.to

vocations - and Civics. In particular, further education must be

directed to those sectors of life and fields in which there exists

an obvious incongruity between the actual level of education and that

which is both possible and required. The task of further edudation in

this respect'is among otherthings, to remedy the present lack of

inotruction and informatiOn. The problems: of certain groups, e.g.

parents and the elderly, merit special attention. Further education

is Confronted by additional tasksl.a. in thejieldvof health, sport

and the consumption of goods, etc. This is where education requirements

which to some extent have not even been sufficiently recognized and

fomulated - are frequently only met to an inadequate degree.

2.5 Priorities under further education

The demanda made on the abilities and skills of those Fainfliy

employed change so a result of technical developments. At the same

time,-scientific and technical progress and economic growth together

mace for an expected increased need for better qualificationa. All

this involves certain consequences for those gainfully employed.

Endeavours with regard to further vocational training must attempt-

to overcome the discrepancy between new challenges encountered at

the place. of Work and the actual qualifientions of the employed.

This continued adjustment of the individual level of qualicationa

serves to prevent employed.person losint!; their place on the vocatinal

and social ladder. The acquieition of additionai lualifications

faCilitates a change of occupeti.on.end also promotion. In practice,



it will not be possible to distinguish clearly between the continued

possession of qualifications acquired: in the past on the one hand, and

the acquisition of edditional qualifications and the raising of the

level of qualifiCatione on the other hand.

Whereae further vocational, training takes place within a particular

occupntion and' builds on knowledge, skills and abilities already acquired,

retraining denotes the change of occupation required by deepreechino

Structural ehinges, involving the mastery of a newtype of ,work. Since

retraining has developed under an education system which does not

consistently include further education, it is oriented to the process

of initial training for young people. The subjects covered by, and the

importance of, retraining will change as a result of the)institutionelization

and extension of further education. The procesesenflearning for retraining,

too, must not be confined to the imparting of-occuPationalskills, but

must also enable students to widen'their indiVidual intellectUal horizons.

The timely acquisition of'additional qualifications can help to prevent

the necessity for retraining, or MOke the process of undergoing retraining

easier for the individual concerned. In inevitable cases involVing the

regrouping of people ln other'sectorS to those in which they formerly

worked, retraining problem must be solved by further education without

social discrimination.

Basic education can constitute a prerequisite and condition for formsof

occupational activity. The underlying idea: is thatell kinds of:farther

educetion-reqUire on appropriate level of basic education on the part'.

of the student.' In so far, the extension of basic education is an

accompanying and supplementing factor in all the endeavours made with

regard to further education. At the same tics, tnis element of further

education denotes the possibility of acquiring the qualifications which

can be earned at lower levels of education, in order to be able to fulfil

the entry requirements for other courses of further education. The

assistance provided under further education for the "second route to

receiving learning at a hikher educational level" .also falls uni:e.: the

extension of basic education,



Civicu is on indiepensable element o$ further education and ia not

to ea regarded as an iooleted aubject or separate discipline. By

attempting to make clear the political significance of the respective

subjects being learnt in each case, civics can help to make studentu

aware of the interlocking of sectors of life, and to provide them

with possible solutions for the conflicts arising in these sectors.

The combination of oiiics with the various other elements of further

education doeu not' exclude the urgency 'of developing and carrying out

special programmes for this subject.

Owing to the fact that the individualts profession or vocation is closely.

linked with his role in life, further education which is primarily

vocation-oriented has a key role in the distribution of social

-Opportunities and expectations in life. The steady increase in vocational,

demands, andneedinesu to edapt, require that specialized qualifications

be supplemented:by general qualifications. These are not only important

in One!8 profession or vocation, nor are they exclusively the intended

side-producto of vocation-oriented propos0es of learning, but also the

goal of all those etudy courses under. further education which are not

primarily voCation-Oriented. Au far as further education which is primarily

vocation-oriented is concerned, a decisive factor is the development

of curricula which keep to the 'double objective of providing both

specialized and general qualifications.

Tunsions between changed requirements and the actual level of eduction

make thmiVei apparent in different Weys.- In the field .of 'vocational.

ectivitieu they nre more quickly and more keenly felt, and can force

the provision of appropriate educational opportunities. in other neatore

of life, however, education requirsoonts often do not become GO eppa.cont.

When this happens, the standard of education etisily dAps beicw

possible and required level of development.

in general, no 3 taceard3 of efficiency ond appropri:aLe certlftos

aro required for those teaching syllabuses and subjects whiah

difficult tolormulize, EducatIon :equirements outside the scope,of

individuLdis vocational sphere arc therefore often easily undeT,latt!',(..



The orientatiGn 0: fur.ther eduCatton to proce0e9 of learning on the
whole and to appropriate't.raining in order' to be able, to learn, and
the endeavours to fit study objectivee into a more general framework

all counteract confinement to fields and syllabuses in which tha

gaining of achievements is the sole aim, and also make room for those

subjects which are loss formalized. At the same time, the necessity

arises for giving consideration not only to those education requirements

of which the individual is aware, but.also to those which are of social

importance. This includes. the handling of the following questions

information and communication facilities, aesthetics and hygiene, problems
of religion and philosophy.

It can be aeon from the relation of further education to the key

group of those entitled to education, namely, to parents, to what a
great ei,tent further eduCation is interwoven into the overall education
system and how zreatly it can also contribute to a change in education

tcnditions.

0

The traditional methods of education have been shaken since psychological
and psycho- analytical knowledge has begun to penetrate the conscious-

ness of the general public. New points of view and traditional patternS

in education stand side by side and create gonflitt situations. For

this reason, the attitude of adults to education is frequently marked

by uncertainty. In this situation, there is a need fo..7 establishing

binding rule* in ededation. The Mess media often try to meet the

need for binding standards by producing pseudo-scientific programmes
intended to increase the knowledge-of lay audiences.- This is where

further education can both instruct and correct.

Thus a close connection is established between further education
and the education received in echools. The success of additional

education for the family, of making good the lack of education, and
of the choice of appropriate schooling for a young person will also
require the further education of parents.



The known. discrepancies between theuocial strata,

sexes, regions and denothinations continue in further education.

The latter must be more intenaively oriented to overcoming these

discrepancies. For this purpose curricula:must be developed which

are adapted to the needs of these groups within the population and
r,

Which are specially desikned to activate the individual's need to

further educate himself.

() The comprehensive sector of further education

The distribution:of education efforts, the objectives and tasks of

further education all provide pointere for fixing the institutional

remework: A comprehenadve further edutationsector is to be established

within the education system, aL the same time incorporating vocation

oriented further education in general processes of learning.

The basic idea of permanent further education, which means keeping;

pate wits: developments n all sectors in life and thus facilitates

the individual to de'velOp his own ,atilitiee, doae_not.permit organized

learning to be confined to certain sectors and subjects. The separate

treatment of vocationeOriented.further edudation can be'no more justified

or supported than the isolation of socio-cultural or political subjects

in further education. Among the Objectives of further education, further

education which is:primarily vocation-oriented aims at the severance

to a considerable extent of the one.eaided connection where vocational

quelifications are determined:by a narrowly demarcated field of work

and application. Each study course provided under further edUcation

must consider interdisciplinary general aspects in order to give each

student an insight, for example, into the correlations between

political, economic, social and cultural matters, and to enable him

to participate and co-operate accordingly. The acquisition, too, of

any one additional specialized qualifioation must be aimed at producing

those general abilities which assist the individual to both analyse mai

grasp reality. Considered from the aspect of man's overall development,

both vocation-oriented and non-vocation-oriented processes of learning

must be interlaced and complement each other. As far ea that goes, all

learning iu both useful and expedient, and is to be_supported by further

education in the interest of developing the Individual's personality.

9



In a comprehensive fur ther education sector, new emphases will be provided

to the extent that in each individual sector of learning, the attention, of

the student is drawn to the question as to what the individual sector means

in the context of the whole. In this way, the concepts - to which traditions 1

adult education , has been oriented - namely those of the education of the

people, intellectual maturity, sporadic education and aid throughout life -

are no longer left in isolsiton.


